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(54) Hinge with movement limitation

(57) A uniaxial orthopaedic hinge (1000, 2000) has
a substantially circular body forming a recessed housing
(1022,2022). The upper surface of the housing
(1022,2022) is furnished with a concentric arcuate cir-
cular slot (1038,2038) disposed inwardly from the pe-
riphery. The inner surface (2040) is provided with equal-
ly spaced radial teeth (1044,2044). A back plate
(1006,2006) has an extension into a stub arm
(1004,2004) for attaching to the arm of an orthosis and
is fixed to the recessed housing (1022,2022). A locking
plate (1008,2008) also has an extension into a stub arm
(1002,2002) and is disposed in a parallel manner be-
tween the recessed housing (1022,2022) and the back
plate (1006,2006). Adjustable locking means are in the
form of quadrants (1050,1052,2050,2052). The locking
plate (1008,2008) is provided with an flange abutment
stop (1088,2088) disposed in such a manner that it al-
ways lies under the slot (1038,2038) in the hinge body
and adapted to co-operate with the quadrants
(1050,1052,2050,2052) so that the hinge (1000,2000)
may be locked in a selected position or allowed any de-
sired range of angular motion which is a multiple of the
angular increments of the hinge teeth angle.
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